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Abstract The sequence of species colonization is
increasingly recognized as an important determinant of
community structure, yet the significance of sequence of
arrival relative to colonizer abundance is seldom assessed.
We manipulated the magnitude and timing of coral-reef
fish settlement to investigate whether the competitive
dominance of early-arriving Ambon damselfish (i.e., a
priority effect) decreased in strength with increasing
abundance of late-arriving lemon damselfish. Sequence of
arrival had a stronger effect on survival than the number of
competing individuals. Relative to when both species
arrived simultaneously, lemon damselfish were less
aggressive, avoided competitive interactions more frequently and experienced depressed survival when they
arrived later than Ambon damselfish, with these effects
occurring independently of lemon damselfish abundance.
These results suggest priority effects are more important
than colonizer abundance and should motivate the
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integration of priority effects into future studies of density
dependence to determine their relative importance.
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Introduction
Priority effects are increasingly recognized as an important
determinant of alternative stable states (Fukami et al. 2010;
Fukami 2015) and species coexistence via the storage
effect (Chesson 2003). Yet the importance of priority
effects relative to other processes governing community
structure is seldom assessed. Priority effects occur in
concert with fluctuations in the number of young-of-year
arriving at a site due to environmental and demographic
stochasticity (Lande et al. 2003; Wilson and Lundberg
2006). These numeric fluctuations have been advocated as
a major determinant of population and community structure (Gaines and Roughgarden 1985; Foster and Tilman
2003). For example, competitively inferior species can
overwhelm competitively superior species simply through
numeric abundance (i.e., a ‘mass effect’; Leibold et al.
2004). Ecological theory predicts that variable colonizer
abundance and priority effects can have significant impacts
on the transient dynamics of ecological systems (Fukami
and Nakajima 2011). Such transient dynamics may operate
on time scales relevant to conservation and management
actions (Collie et al. 2013); however, the short-term
influence of priority effects, variation in colonizer abundance and their relative contribution to population and
community structure have seldom been empirically evaluated in demographically open systems.
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A coral-reef fish assemblage is a good system for
examining short-term inhibitory priority effects. Recent
work has shown that individual survival of reef fish settlers
can depend on the timing of priority effects (Geange and
Stier 2009) and that the strength of priority effects can vary
dramatically within populations (Almany 2003; Munday
2004; Geange and Stier 2009; Poulos and McCormick
2014, 2015) and between habitats (Geange and Stier 2010;
Adam 2011). However, these studies need to be reconciled
against often large variation in settler abundance and earlier work showing that the abundance of settlers can
determine their persistence by influencing density-dependent interactions (e.g., Steele 1997; Shima 2001; Shima
and Osenberg 2003). Here, we factorially manipulated the
abundance and sequence of settlement-stage damselfish
arrival onto patch reefs to assess their relative contribution
to reef fish survival.

Methods
We conducted this study in January 2015 in the lagoon of
Lizard Island, Great Barrier Reef (41°41.230 S,
145°27.170 E), using a grid of 42 coral patch reefs consisting of a 50:50 mixture of live and dead Pocillopora
damicornis with a volume of approximately 0.07 m3.
Below we provide a brief overview of our experimental
methodology; for a full description, see electronic supplementary material.
Due to the lack of settlement-stage Ambon damselfish
(Pomacentrus amboinensis) captured in light traps, our
experimental design focused on the effects of Ambon
damselfish (11.32 ± 0.34 mm SL [mean ± SD]) on lemon
damselfish (P. moluccensis) (11.30 ± 0.35 mm SL) rather
than a fully reciprocal experimental design. We experimentally manipulated the abundance and time of arrival of
settlement-stage lemon damselfish relative to settlementstage Ambon damselfish in four treatments: (1) low settler
abundance without a priority effect (two Ambon and two
lemon damselfish introduced simultaneously); (2) low
settler abundance with a priority effect (two Ambon damselfish introduced 3 h before two lemon damselfish individuals); (3) high settler abundance without a priority
effect (two Ambon and six lemon damselfish introduced
simultaneously); and (4) high settler abundance with a
priority effect (two Ambon damselfish introduced 3 h
before six lemon damselfish). Simulated settlement pulses
of 4–8 individuals are representative of the numbers of
post-settlement fishes observed on reefs of this size. A 3-h
‘priority period’ is ecologically relevant since reef fishes
settle over several hours overnight (Dufour and Galzin
1993; Holbrook and Schmitt 1997) and competitive interactions are strongest in the hours immediately following
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settlement (McCormick 2009; Poulos and McCormick
2014). The sizes of fish added to each reef did not differ by
more than 0.3 mm SL. Each fish was tagged below the
dorsal fin with subcutaneous fluorescent elastomer (VIE;
Northwest Marine Technology, Shaw Island, WA, USA),
and on each reef one individual of each species was tagged
a different color and acted as the focal individual for
behavioral and survival analysis. We ran the experiment in
five temporal blocks between 21 and 28 January 2015.
Because temporal blocks overlapped, replicates were randomized across available reefs within the grid of 42 patch
reefs, yielding 13 replicates for treatments 1 and 2, 11
replicates for treatment 3 and 12 replicates for treatment 4.
To understand the mechanisms underlying the strength
of variation in colonizer abundance and priority effects,
we conducted 3-min behavioral observations approximately 20 min after fish were added to reefs, recording
five response variables for the lemon damselfish that
interacted the most frequently with other individuals: (1)
the number of displays; (2) the number of chases; (3) the
number of avoidances; (4) the distance ventured from the
reef; and (5) relative height on the reef. Because there
were strong correlations between chases and displays, we
used principal components analysis (PCA) to create a
composite aggression score. PCA 1 accounted for 60% of
the total variation in aggressive interactions and was
driven by high positive loadings of total displays and
chases (71%). Thus, we interpret PCA 1 as a gradient of
overall aggression.
We surveyed reefs at approximately 0800, 1200 and
1600 hrs for 3 d after we introduced fish, recording survival
of all individuals and removing any new, non-tagged
Ambon or lemon damselfish settlers using eugenol and hand
nets. We used Cox proportional hazard regression (Cox
1972) to model survival against time of arrival, the abundance of lemon damselfish settlers and their interaction. A
strata term in the model was included to account for temporal block. We right-censored data, used the Efron
approximation to handle tied data, used partial likelihood to
derive regression coefficients and converted these into
estimated changes in mortality rate (CMR) by subtracting 1
from the hazard ratio and multiplying by 100. We used
Schoenfeld residuals scaled by the Kaplan–Meier estimate
to test the assumption of proportional hazards and DFBETA
values to test for influential data. We selected a best-fit
model based on Chi-squared tests that omitted an interaction between time of arrival and abundance (P = 0.937).
We therefore present results for the main effects of abundance and time of arrival only. We also calculated response
ratios and 95% confidence intervals for average survivorship after 68 h as per Borenstein et al. (2009).
We analyzed the behavior data to determine whether
priority effects or settler abundance resulted in lemon
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damselfish displaying changes in: (1) aggressive interactions; (2) the avoidance of competitors; (3) changes in the
distance ventured from the reef; or (4) relative height on
the reef. For each response variable, we fit separate linear
mixed-effects (LME) models that included settler abundance, time of arrival and their two-way interaction as
fixed effects, and reef nested within temporal block as a
random effect. We used maximum likelihood to estimate
variance components (Venables and Ripley 2002) and
selected the best-fit models as determined by AIC. In all
cases, the best-fit model omitted an interaction between
time of arrival and abundance (P [ 0.05 in all cases) and
we therefore present results for the main effects of time of
arrival and abundance only. All data met assumptions of
homoscedasticity (in all cases P [ 0.05 for Levene’s test of
homogeneity of variance).
All statistical analyses were conducted using the statistical software R version 3.0.1 (R Development Core Team
2013). We used the survival library to fit Cox proportional
hazard regressions and the library nlme to fit LMEs.

increasing the abundance of lemon damselfish settlers from
2 to 6 individuals did not result in statistically significant
effects on lemon damselfish mortality (P = 0.131,
CMR = 52%; Fig. 1a, b), aggression by lemon damselfish
(F(1,42) = 1.108, P = 0.299; Fig. 2a) or avoidance by
lemon damselfish (F(1,42) = 0.664, P = 0.419; Fig. 2b);
however, these results may have partly be due to insufficient statistical power. After 68 h, average survivorship of
lemon damselfish at high abundance was 75%
(CI = 46–125%) of that at low abundance, whereas average survivorship of late-arriving lemon damselfish was
56% (CI = 33–92%) of that when lemon damselfish
arrived simultaneously with Ambon damselfish.
Aggression of Ambon damselfish did not differ between
treatments (timing: F(1,42) = 1.923, P = 0.173; density:
F(1,42) = 0.713, P = 0.403), suggesting that reduced
aggression of late-arriving lemon damselfish was the result
of submission to Ambon damselfish with concurrent
decreases in survival. Previous work has found that competition increases the exposure of subordinate fish to
predators due to displacement from refuge habitat (Carr
et al. 2002; Holbrook and Schmitt 2002; Almany 2003).
The inability to find (and defend) shelter sites may therefore explain decreased survival of late-arriving lemon
damselfish in this study.
The influence of priority effects on the survival of lemon
damselfish was approximately 1.5 times greater than that of
variability in settler abundance, suggesting that for the
species combinations and abundances used in this experiment, timing of arrival outweighs variation in settler
abundance as the critical driver of early recruitment success. However, the general applicability of these results to
other species and contexts requires further investigation.
Although we had planned to examine for reciprocal effects
between Ambon and lemon damselfish, we were limited in

Results and discussion
By manipulating both priority effects and settler abundance, we showed that priority effects can have a larger
influence on individual survival than the number of individuals arriving at a site. We found a strong inhibitory
priority effect—lemon damselfish arriving 3 h later than
Ambon damselfish experienced depressed survival
(P = 0.015, CMR = 76%; Fig. 1a, b), were less aggressive (F(1,42) = 5.12, P = 0.029; Fig. 2a) and were 2.7
times more likely to avoid competitive interactions
(F(1,42) = 8.011, P = 0.007; Fig. 2b) relative to when they
arrived at the same time as Ambon damselfish. In contrast,
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Fig. 1 a Temporal trends in
survival of focal lemon
damselfish relative to timing of
arrival (simultaneous or late for
lemon damselfish) and the
density of lemon damselfish
(two individuals: gray symbols;
six individuals: black symbols).
Error bars are omitted for
clarity. b Survival of lemon
damselfish after 68 h. Error
bars are 95% confidence
intervals
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Fig. 2 Composite aggression scores (modeling chases and displays:
see electronic supplementary material), number of avoidances,
distance ventured from the reef and relative height on the reef
(mean ± SE) of lemon damselfish relative to timing of arrival

(simultaneous or late for lemon damselfish) and the density of lemon
damselfish (two individuals: gray symbols; six individuals: black
symbols)

our ability to do so due to low numbers of Ambon damselfish caught in light traps. If the results from this study
are generally applicable, and priority effects have a strong
influence on colonizer establishment, focusing on the
number of colonizers without considering interactions
between colonizers and established residents will likely
reduce the accuracy of predictions of colonizer success,
with potential implications for the management of fisheries
yield, invasive species or restoration initiatives (e.g.,
Grman and Suding 2008; Dickson et al. 2012; Collie et al.
2013). Alternatively, if abundance has a stronger influence
on colonizer success than priority effects, higher abundances of late-arriving individuals may either overwhelm
established residents and mitigate the competitive advantage of early arrival (e.g., Gilpin and Case 1976) or
enhance priority effects when predatory effort is focused
on highly abundant prey (e.g., Webster and Almany 2002).
There is an emerging suggestion that the density of
early-established populations is likely to have a strong
impact on priority effects (e.g., Waters et al. 2013), and the
results from our study highlight the requirement for

additional research into the general importance of priority
effects relative to the abundance of late-arriving individuals. Our results give rise to a number of future questions
that relate to determining the role of reciprocal effects
(including the sequence [who arrives first]) and timing [by
how much] of arrival), the relationship between the
intensity of priority effects and phylogenetic relatedness,
and the effect that variation in the numbers of both early
and late settlers has on individual survival. Answering
these questions could lead to a better mechanistic understanding of population and community dynamics than
numbers of colonizers alone.
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